Sorbonne Université Doctoral school college
Doctoral candidates and supervisors welcoming day
26th novembre 2019 – Auditorium
Programme

13h15 Welcome

13h45 Opening session
   by Jean Chambaz, Sorbonne Université (SU) president

14h15 College of doctoral school of Sorbonne Université (SU) presentation
   Muriel Umbhauer, director of Doctoral school college (SU)

14h30 Training offer for doctoral candidates
   Paule Biaudet, assistant professor, intern consultant and trainer (SU)
   Tomasz Kochanowski, responsible of Education and career department

15h15 Presentation of 2 doctoral candidates associations (SU)
   Héloïse Grunchec (Doc’Up) & Adélaïde Marine-Gougeon & Côme Saignol (Collectif doctoral)

15h45 Coffee break

16h15 Open Sciences/open access
   with Nathalie Drach-Temam, vice présidente recherche, innovation et science ouverte (SU) with Anne-Catherine Fritzinger director of SU library & Lucas Ravaux, deputy director, DR&I-SU

16h45 Career tracking of doctorate holders
   Sébastien Fernandez, administration responsible of Doctoral education institut

17h15 Round table : Pursuit of career
   Moderated by Marion Millerand (Doc’Up) & Pierre Porcher (Collectif doctoral)
   with Catherine Oualian, neurosciences doctor, Emmanuel Pasco-Viel, Biology doctor, Julie Quinio, linguistic doctor, Pierre-Brice Stahl, doctor of history of religions

18h00 Closing words by Muriel Umbhauer

18h10 Cocktail & meeting with doctoral candidates associations

Each session includes time for discussion